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New Car Road Test Reviews from an Experienced View

autoMedia Solutions, Inc./autoMedia.com offers professional reviews of all-new vehicles like the 2009
Nissan Murano crossover SUV. What is the professional touch the website brings to its online magazine?

April 22, 2008 - PRLog -- The all-new, second-generation 2009 Nissan Murano defies convention with its
refined speed-sensitive steering, quiet continuously variable transmission (CVT), and “curvaceous modern
art” styling. The 2009 Nissan Murano also received top performer honors in the latest crash tests conducted
by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS).  

This is what autoMedia.com informs its web readers of as it reviews the new 2009 Nissan Murano on its
website—founded in 2000 with the intent of bringing accuracy, prestige, and veteran-journalist experience
to a web magazine. Since the creators of the website were professional automotive editors, designers and
writers, accuracy and experience is key in the e-magazine’s many practical features such as professional
road test reviews, daily automotive news, car listing services, do-it-yourself articles, performance upgrades
and safety features.  

The website now has over 1,500 articles on a variety of automotive issues, including reviews of top new
crossover models like the 2009 Nissan Murano and various technical articles. For midsize sport-utility
shoppers interested in the 2009 Nissan Murano and other new vehicles, or for drivers/owners hoping to
learn something about vehicle maintenance, autoMedia.com’s expert-testimony website is worth looking
into.

About autoMedia.com: The autoMedia Solutions website, www.autoMedia.com was founded by a team of
automotive journalists with the intent of being the premier source of accurate web information on the
automotive industry and its products. It is written in the tradition of Motor Trend and Hot Rod magazines
and has been supported by automotive icons Robert E. Petersen and Carroll Shelby.

Website: www.automedia.com
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